An integrated solution by

BOSCH & AVONIC

LOW LATENCY CAMERAS FOR CONFERENCE MEETINGS

Automated Meeting Video registrations
A fully seamless integration between Bosch conference systems and Avonic cameras enabling easy installs and peace of mind for installers. Together, the Avonic cameras and Bosch conference system detect the active speaker, control the cameras and automatically switch between multiple cameras.

Low Latency
Well known for its low latency implementation, Avonic cameras support both IP streaming and 3G-SDI/HDMI outputs enabling in room real time viewing.

Proven within conferencing
Field proven reliability and performance combined with whisper quiet operation. Designed with conferencing in mind, blending into the environment.

FULLY AUTOMATED MEETING CAPTURE SOLUTION

LET’S CREATE A STORY TOGETHER
SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH BOSCH CONFERENCE SYSTEMS DICENTIS & CCS 1000 D

An integrated approach offering peace of mind for installers
Avonic CM70 series cameras offer 12x/20x and 30x Optical Zoom and can be combined with DICENTIS and CCS 1000 D from Bosch.

CCS 1000 D DIGITAL DISCUSSION SYSTEM
With IP Control & SDI/HDMI Video
IP Cameras & Video switcher Control over ethernet

- Automatically detected by CCS 1000 D, DICENTIS and DICENTIS Wireless from Bosch
- Video resolution up to 1080P60
- Perfect performance in challenging light conditions
- Low latency IP streaming
- IP, HD-SDI and HDMI concurrent outputs
- Support for H.264
- Wide variety of IP support,
- POE for easy installation
- Available in a white and black discrete design
- Proven reliability within conference applications
- Mounts for wall and ceiling installation

DICENTIS CONFERENCE SYSTEM
With IP Control & IP Video Output
IP Cameras & Video switcher Control over ethernet

AVONIC CM70 & CM90 SERIES FEATURES
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